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Abstract

This paper presents a novel approach 4DRecons that takes a single camera RGB-D
sequence of a dynamic subject as input and outputs a complete textured deforming
3D model over time. 4DRecons encodes the output as a 4D neural implicit sur-
face and presents an optimization procedure that combines a data term and two
regularization terms. The data term fits the 4D implicit surface to the input partial
observations. We address fundamental challenges in fitting a complete implicit
surface to partial observations. The first regularization term enforces that the de-
formation among adjacent frames is as rigid as possible (ARAP). To this end, we
introduce a novel approach to compute correspondences between adjacent textured
implicit surfaces, which are used to define the ARAP regularization term. The sec-
ond regularization term enforces that the topology of the underlying object remains
fixed over time. This regularization is critical for avoiding self-intersections that
are typical in implicit-based reconstructions. We have evaluated the performance
of 4DRecons on a variety of datasets. Experimental results show that 4DRecons
can handle large deformations and complex inter-part interactions and outperform
state-of-the-art approaches considerably.

1 Introduction

We are interested in reconstructing a deforming object from a single RGB-D sensor. This problem
has been extensively studied in the literature. Early approaches [39, 38, 25] are based on aligning
and merging frames. However, errors can accumulate and it is difficult to address penetrations and
self-intersections. Recent approaches [3, 4, 40] leverage deep neural networks to perform non-rigid
registration and fusion. Still, inter-penetrations and self-intersections remain a glaring issue.

In this paper, we propose to formulate 4D dynamic reconstruction as learning a 4D implicit field
problem (iso-value of surface and colors) from partial RGB-D scans. This is motivated by the success
of implicit neural representations in representing and encoding static [27, 10] and dynamic [30, 28, 37]
objects and scenes. Our approach 4DRecons combines a data term and two regularization terms. The
data term fits the implicit field to the input scans. We introduce an approach to define the data term so
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Figure 1: Pipeline overview of 4DRecons, which performs a four-stage optimization procedure.
The first stage initializes the geometry field by fitting the input data. The second stage enforces
deformation and topology regularizations to improve the geometry field. The third stage initializes
the color field while fixing the geometry field. The last stage jointly refines the geometry field and
the color field.

that the data term is well defined even when the observation is partial. The first regularization term
regularizes the deformation between adjacent frames and the smoothness of the deformations among
triplets of frames. This is achieved by a novel approach that computes correspondences between
implicit fields, using which we define the regularization terms.

The second regularization term, which is a key contribution of this paper, enforces that the topology
of the reconstruction remains fixed over time. This constraint, combined with the implicit field
representation, nicely addresses the open problem of obtaining self-intersection-free reconstructions
under the explicit representation, e.g., deforming the SMPL model. Our approach is based on recent
advances in the optimization of geometry with given topological constraints [9, 29, 22] and is easy to
optimize.

We have evaluated 4DRecons on a variety of datasets. The experimental results show that 4DRecons
can handle large deformations and complex inter-part interactions. Quantitatively, 4DRecons consid-
erably outperforms state-of-the-art dynamic reconstructions.

2 Related Works

Dynamic geometry reconstruction. 4DRecons falls into the category of animation reconstruc-
tion [39, 38], which has been studied in graphics and 3D vision for more than two decades. Anima-
tion reconstruction aims to recover the complete 3D model and the underlying deformations from
an RGB-D scan sequence, where each frame captures a deformation object from one view. This
problem is generalized from the rigid object reconstruction problem from depth scans, which has
a long literature. A fundamental challenge of animation reconstruction is to recover inter-frame
correspondences for aggregating information from multiple frames into a complete model. Many
animation reconstruction approaches require a template model, but they do not apply in our setting,
as we do not assume that we have a template model as an input.

Template-free approaches fall into explicit methods and implicit methods. Early works are ex-
plicit methods (e.g., DynamicFusion [25]) that progressively align the next frame to the current
reconstruction that aggregates all existing frames. Deformations are modeled using deformation
graphs [35, 13, 17, 16] or volumetric deformations [25]. One limitation of explicit methods is that it
is very difficult to handle self-collision. This issue is addressed by implicit methods, which seek to
reconstruct time-varying implicit surfaces. In the literature, people have studied different ways to
regularize implicit surfaces. Sharf et al. [31] and [37] studied how to enforce the imcompressivity
of a deforming object in the reconstruction procedure. KillingFusion [34] studied how to model the
local rigidity constraint by borrowing ideas from Killing vector fields.

4DRecons falls into the category of implicit methods and presents two fundamental contributions.
First, deformation is modeled on the underlying surface, in contrast to the volumetric field employed
in KillingFusion. This approach places less constraint on the underlying volumetric field and is
more flexible. Second, we enforce topological consistency across the input frames, avoiding merging
contacting surfaces under the implicit representation.

Neural implicits from point clouds. DeepSDF [27] is pioneering the research area of reconstructing
an implicit surface from point-cloud data. The key idea is to generate samples inside and outside the
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Figure 2: The filtration processes of two SDF volumes, resulting in two comparable PD plots that
we enforce alignment. Our method allows the alignment gradients to back-propagate and directly
manipulate the underlining SDF volumes to synchronize their topological signatures.

surface, which are used to regress a volumetric neural implicit field. Several approaches improved
DeepSDF performance by using better data losses, e.g., SAL [1] and SALD [2]. However, these
formulations cannot handle partial observations because the samples generated near the boundary
area are not well-defined. 4DRecons uses a different approach which carefully places samples close
to the observed surface area and constrains the signed distance function as a loss term on its gradient
field. In particular, our sampling strategy, which is based on an analysis of the confidence of the
sample, is critical to ensure a high-quality implicit surface.

Another way to address partial observations is to reconstruct an unsigned distance function (UDF)
from the observed points [6, 46, 19, 20]. However, a fundamental challenge of UDF is to extract the
underlying surface. Moreover, it is applied mainly to objects with boundaries, and the observation in
each frame is complete [20]. The reason is that under UDF it is very difficult to aggregate partial
observations at different frames to form a complete surface.

Deformation modeling. Embedded deformations [36] are widely used for dynamic reconstruction.
The technical challenge in our setting is that embedded deformations require an explicit geometric
representation, which is not available in our setting. 4DRecons innovates in computing dense
correspondences between adjacent implicit surfaces. Unlike GenCorres [41] where correspondences
are completely driven by geometry, 4DRecons computes correspondences by matching geometry and
color. Using these correspondences, we introduce regularization terms that penalize deformations
and enforce color consistency.

Many dynamic reconstruction approaches penalize the deformation between a template model and
the input scans. However, this approach requires either a template model [26, 30, 18], which is not
always available, or treats the first frame as a template model [28], which requires the first frame to
be complete. Moreover, these approaches cannot handle large deformations, which are difficult to
model. In contrast, 4DRecons minimizes deformations between adjacent frames. The deformations
between non-adjacent frames can still be large.

Topological regularization. 4DRecons is motivated by recent work on optimizing a 3D shape with
prescribed topology [9, 29] and enforcing that the shape generator outputs connected 3D shapes [22].
The basic idea is to link the vertices of a 3D shape with topological features on the persistent
diagram [7]. This allows us to deform a 3D shape to match topological attributes. 4DRecons enforces
that the number of topological features on the persistent diagram remains fixed across all the frames.
This approach nicely penalizes inter-penetrations that frequently exhibit in explicit-based and implicit-
based dynamic reconstructions. To the best of our knowledge, 4DRecons is the first approach that
enforces topological consistency for dynamic reconstruction.

3 Problem Statement and Approach Overview

We begin with the problem statement in Section 3.1. We then present an overview of our approach in
Section 3.2.
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Figure 3: (a) We first discretize an implicit surface in frame t into a triangular mesh. Then we solve an
optimization problem to determine the correspondences of the vertices of this mesh in the next frame
t+ 1 and the previous frame t− 1. These correspondences are then used to define the deformation
regularization term. (b) Comparisons of the geometry field reconstruction with (right) and without
(left) the deformation regularization term ldef(θ) defined in 4.2.

3.1 Problem Statement

The input consists of N RGB-D scans P := {Pt|P = (xti,nti, cti, t), 1 ≤ t ≤ N} represented in
the sensor’s local coordinate system. Here, xti ∈ R3 denotes the position of the sample. nti ∈ R3

denotes the normal of the sample. nti is estimated using [23] and is oriented using the camera
center. cti ∈ R3 denotes the color of the sample. Our goal is to reconstruct a 4D implicit field
fθ : R3 × R → R× R3, which takes a position x and time t as input and outputs an isovalue s and
color c, that is, fθ(x, t) → (sθ(x, t), cθ(x, t)). Due to the space constraint, we defer the details of
network architecture to the supp. material.

3.2 Approach Overview

We optimize the network parameters θ by combining one data loss and two regularization losses:

min
θ
ldata(θ, {P}) + λdefldef(θ) + λtopoltopo(θ) (1)

In the following, we highlight the main ideas of our loss terms. Section 4 explains the technical
details.

Data term. The data term measures the distance between the implicit field and the input scans. We
fit fθ to samples close to each input scan Pt. We explicitly model scan boundaries to make the SDF
constraints well-defined. In addition to data fitting, we also enforce four regularization terms to
improve the implicit field in each frame.

Deformation regularization term. This term regularizes the deformation between two adjacent
frames and the smoothness of the deformations between three consecutive frames. Generalizing Gen-
Corres [41], we introduce a novel approach to compute the correspondences between textured implicit
surfaces. Using these correspondences, we then develop the regularization terms for deformations,
deformation smoothness, and color consistency.

Topology regularization term. The second regularization term enforces that the topology of the
implicit reconstruction remains fixed during the optimization procedure. We use the persistent
diagram (PD) tool and enforce that the PD of the reconstruction in frame t matches the PD of the
reconstruction in frame t′, where (t, t′) is chosen as a dense subset of frame pairs.

4 Approach

We begin by introducing the data loss in Section 4.1. We then describe the losses in the deformation
and topology regularization in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, respectively. Finally, we describe the
optimization procedure in Section 4.4.
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4.1 Data Term

We define the total data loss as the sum of the loss associated with each scan, which combines a
fitting term lfit, and a regularization term lregu.

ldata(θ, {Pt}) =
N∑
t=1

(
lfit(Pt,f

θ(·, t)) + lregu(Pt,f
θ(·, t))) (2)

In the following, we define each term in detail.

Data fitting term. We define the data fitting term by generating mt samples Ωt := {ptj =(
xtj , ctj ,ntj , stj

)
, 1 ≤ j ≤ mt} from Pt. Here, xtj is the sample’s position; ctj is the sample’s

color; ntj is the sample’s normal; stj ∈ R is the signed distance value.

Our sampling strategy is guided by a maximum offset value dmax and an interior confidence value
bti ∈ [0, 1] at pti. The interior confidence value bti is based on projecting the nearest neighbors of pti
onto the tangent plane at pti, i.e., interior points have neighboring points spread out in all directions.
We defer the details to the supp. material as this is not our main contribution.

We pick a random point with index i and generate a sample as (pt + ψbtidmaxntj , ctj , ψbtidmax)
where ψ ∼ N (0, 1) is a random variable that follows the normal distribution. This procedure is
repeated Mt times.

Given these samples, we define the fitting term as

lfit(Pt,f
θ(·, t)) :=

∫
Ωt

(
(sθ(xtj , t)− stj)

2+

µc(c
θ(xtj , t)− ctj)

2 + µn(∇xs
θ(xtj , t)− ntj)

2
)
dptj (3)

where µc = 0.1, µn = 0.1.

Regularization term. We define the regularization term lregu as

lregu(Pt,f
θ(·, t)) = λsr · lsr(s

θ(·, t)) + λcr · lcr(f
θ(·, t)) + λso · lso(s

θ(·, t)) + λse · lse(s
θ(·, t))

)
(4)

Since the samples are close to the input scan, merely fitting the signed distance, color and normal
values of the samples can lead to an erroneous field that is far away from the input scan. To address
this issue, we add an Eikonal term lsr(s

θ(·, t)) to regularize the derivative of the signed distance
function [43, 44, 12]:

lsr(s
θ(·, t)) :=

∫
Ω

(
∥∇sθ(xtj , t)∥2 − 1

)2
dptj (5)

Likewise, we define lcr(f
θ(·, t)) so that the gradient of the color field is perpendicular to the gradient

of the distance field, i.e., color does not change in the normal direction of the underlying surface:

lcr(s
θ(·, t)) :=

∫
Ω

∥∇sθ(xtj , t)
T∇cθ(xtj , t)∥2dptj (6)

We introduce two additional regularization terms to further improve the quality of the resulting
implicit field. Following [33], we introduce lso(s

θ(·, t)) to penalize off-surface samples’ signed
distance value close to 0:

lso(s
θ(·, t)) :=

∫
Ωoff

ψ(sθ(xtj , t))dptj (7)

where ψ(x) = exp(−α · |x|), α ≫ 1. Furthermore, following [32], we add lse(s
θ(·, t)) to enforce

the smoothness in the outside-of-shape volume:

lse(s
θ(·, t)) :=

∫
B
(sθ(xi, t)− sθ(xi +wi, t))

2dxi (8)

where B denotes a set of random samples from the outside-of-shape volume; w denotes a random
vector.

Figure 8a shows that the regularization term lregu in 4 is important in ensuring the quality of the
geometry and color field, particularly near the boundary regions.
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Figure 4: Qualitative comparisons of geometry field reconstruction on sequences without topological
changes among (a) DynamicFusion [25], (b) NDR [4] and (c) 4DRecons.

4.2 Deformation Regularization Term

The deformation regularization term ldef(θ) = l1def(θ) + l2def(θ) has two components. The first
component l1def(θ) enforces that the underlying deformation between adjacent frames t ∼ fθ(·, t)
and t+ 1 ∼ fθ(·, t+ 1) is as rigid as possible (ARAP) [14, 42]. In l1def(θ), we want to enforce that
the color field is consistent between adjacent frames. The second component l2def(θ) ensures that the
deformations across fθ(·, t− 1), fθ(·, t+ 1), and fθ(·, t+ 1) are smooth.

To formulate the deformation prior and enforce the consistency of the color field, we need to solve the
fundamental problem of computing correspondences between the implicit fields. 4DRecons builds on
the approach in GenCorres [41] for computing correspondences between adjacent implicit surfaces.
While the approach of GenCorres focuses on geometric shapes, 4DRecons non-trivially extends it to
include color information for correspondence computation.

Specifically, we first apply the Marching Cube algorithm [21] to obtain a discrete mesh Mt = (Vt, Et)
from the implicit surface sθ(x, t) = 0 (See Figure 3a (Left)). Each vertex vti ∈ Vt has a position vti

and a color cti, and they depend on the network parameters θ.

For each vti, our goal is to compute its correspondence v+
ti and v−

ti on the surface of frame t + 1
and frame t− 1, respectively. For simplicity, we describe the procedure for v+

ti and that of v−
ti to be

identical. In the following, we use vt(v
+
t ) to stack the vertex positions vti(v

+
ti) into vectors.

The implicit representation in frame t+ 1 provides one constraint on v+
ti:

∂sθ(vti, t)

∂t
+
∂sθ(vti, t)

∂x

T

(v+
ti − vti) = 0. (9)

To uniquely determine v+
ti , we solve a global optimization problem to compute dt := v+

t − vt (See
Figure 3a (Right)). The objective function consists of two terms. The first term earap(dt) minimizes
an as-rigid-as-possible energy between v+

t and vt:∑
vti∈Vt

min
c+
ti

∑
vtj∈Nti

∥(I + c+ti×)(vti − vtj)− (v+
ti − v+

tj)∥
2 (10)

where Nti collects adjacent vertices of vti on Mt; I + cti× is a linear approximation of the local
rotation from vti to v+

ti . Based on [14], we can express

earap(dt) = dt
TLarap

t dt (11)

where the expression of Larap
t is deferred to the supp. material.

Similarly, the second term minimizes the color differences between adjacent frames t and t+ 1. To
this end, we use a linear approximation

cθ(v+
ti, t+ 1) ≈ cθ(vti, t+ 1) +

∂cθ(vti, t+ 1)

∂x
dti

6



where dti is the i-th element of dt. We then define this term as

ecolor(dt) :=
∑

vti∈Vt

∥cθ(vti, t+ 1)− cθ(vti, t) +
∂cθ(vti, t+ 1)

∂x
· dti∥2

= dT
t L

color
t dt − 2bcolor

t dt + rcolor
t . (12)

We solve dt by minimizing earap(dt) + λcolorecolor(dt) with linear constraints (9). Introduce Lt =
Larap
t + µcolorL

color
t , where µcolor = 0.001. Let Ctdt = −Ft be the matrix representation of (9). We

arrive at the following quadratic program with linear constraints to solve dt:

dt = argmin
d

dTLtd− 2bTt d s.t. Ctd = −Ft

which leads to a closed-form expression of

dt = L−1
t

(
bt − CT

t

(
CtL

−1
t CT

t

)−1(
CtL

−1
t bt + Ft

))
. (13)

Using (13), we define the first component of the deformation regularization term

l1def(θ) :=

N−1∑
t=1

(
earap(dt) + λcolorecolor(dt)

)
(14)

where λcolor = 1.0. The second component l2def(θ) enforces that the deformations are smooth between
triplets of adjacent frames. Let c+t collect the optimal solution c+ti in (10). Let c−t be defined
accordingly. Note that c+t (c

−
t ) are linear in v+

t (v
−
t ) and vt. We define

l2def(θ) =

N−1∑
t=2

(
µr∥v+

t + v−
t ∥2 + µp∥v−

t + v+
t − 2vt∥2

)
(15)

4.3 Topology Regularization Term

The topology regularization term employs the persistent diagram (PD) [7], a widely used topological
signature, to align implicit fields defined in different time frames t. In essence, a PD is constructed
based on a filtration of a topological space, specifically a cubic lattice evaluated on a 3D SDF volume
in this context. Following the approach outlined in [9] we use the super-levelsets {x|sθ(x, t) ≥ α}
with varying α to build the filtration. This filtration process identifies critical levelset values that
influence changes in the surface topology of the level sets. These critical values signify the formation
of voids or holes and their convergence into fewer solid entities (see Figure 2). Our topology
regularization is designed to directly govern these critical levelset values and their presence in
a differentiable manner. Consequently, our regularization aligns the topology of all SDF-induced
super-levelsets along with their zero-levelset surfaces.

A PD consists of a set of 2D points, each of which corresponds to the birth and death times of a
topological feature of the filtration. In our setting, the PD PD(sθ(·, t)) = {(bi, di), i ∈ It} of sθ(·, t)
is given by pairs of local minima/maxima of sθ(·, t). Therefore, we can backpropagate gradients
w.r.t. PDs further to sθ(·, t), as is done in [9]. In the following, we use PDi

t to denote {bi, di} given
by PDt = PD(sθ, t).

For two timestamps t, t′, we minimize the p-Wasserstein distance between the corresponding PDs
PDt and PDt′ :

d(PDt, PDt′) =

 inf
σ:It→It′
σ∈S|It|

∑
i∈It

|PDi
t − PD

σ(i)
t′ |pp


1/p

(16)

where σ is a permutation of indices It. We defer the illustration of aligning PDs to the supp. material.

Having established the distance of PD, we define the PD loss as a summation of the PD distances
in pairs between timestamps [1, N ]. Here we sum PD distances over pairs on evenly spaced cycles
along timestamps. The final PD loss is defined as

ltopo(θ) =

3∑
k=1

1

|C(k)|
∑

i,j∈C(k)

d(PDi, PDj) (17)

7



where C(k) is the collection of edges starting from 1 with k − 1 timestamps skipped, e.g.,
C(2) = {(1, 3), (3, 5), · · · }. Similar to training point cloud generators [8], minimizing (16) combines
alternating optimization of permutation σ and θ.

4.4 Optimization

The total objective function in (1) consists of multiple objective terms with very different energy
landscapes. Direct end-to-end optimization can easily fall into local minimums. As shown in Figure 1,
we use a four-step optimization procedure that leads to an improved solution. The first step initializes
fθ using the data term. The second step refines the geometry branch while ignoring regularization
terms related to the color branch. The third step refines the color branch while fixing the geometry
branch. The fourth step fine-tunes the network by activating all loss terms. We again defer the details
to the supp. material.

5 Experimental Evaluation

This section presents an experimental evaluation of 4DRecons. We begin with the experimental setup
in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 compare 4DRecons with state-of-the-art approaches in the
geometry reconstruction and texture reconstruction. Section 5.4 presents an ablation study. Please
refer to the supp. material for more results.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. To evaluate 4DRecons and baselines, we use a wide range of sequences from (1) DeepDe-
form [3] dataset, (2)KillingFusion [34] dataset and (3) a dataset captured by us using an iPhone 14
Pro. In particular, the dataset captured by us emphasizes the sequences in which topological changes
occur. For every sequence, we only leverage the RGB-D sequences and the camera intrinsics.

Baseline approaches. We compare 4DRecons with four current top-performing baseline approaches
to evaluate the geometry and texture reconstruction: (1) a non-deep learning-based approach Dynam-
icFusion [25] using our own implementation; (2) a state-of-the-art neural-based monocular dynamic
reconstruction approach NDR [4]; (3) D-NeRF [30] that represents a dynamic scene with non-rigid
geometries as a neural deformable volumetric function; (4) Hexplane [5] that decomposes a 4D
spacetime grid into six feature planes for novel view synthesis.

Table 1: Quantitative comparisons on the geometry and color field
reconstruction in three datasets: DeepDeform (D_D), KillingFu-
sion (K_F), Our collected Data (O_D).

Method
Input Modality Geometry (in mm.) ↓ Color (PSNR in dB.) ↑

RGB Depth D_D K_F O_D D_D K_F O_D

D-NeRF
√ ⊙ 2.891 3.139 4.912 28.78 27.73 22.86

Hexplane
√ ⊙ 2.319 2.968 4.628 32.79 31.28 27.11

DynamicFusion × √
5.428 4.129 14.19 × × ×

NDR
√ √

0.923 1.323 1.899 31.08 30.92 25.09

Ours
√ √ 0.884 1.249 1.823 32.04 30.17 27.72

In Table 1, We summarize the in-
put modalities supported by dif-
ferent approaches and whether
each approach is used for geom-
etry or color comparisons. For
fair comparisons, we modify the
implementation of D-NeRF [30]
and Hexplane [5] to take RGB-D
inputs.

Evaluation protocol. We con-
duct both qualitative evaluations,
where we visually compare the
reconstruction results of 4DRecons and the baseline approaches, and quantitative evaluations. Quanti-
tative evaluations report reconstruction errors in geometry by the difference between the reconstructed
mesh and depth values inside the mask, as well as color by PSNR between rendering results and
masked input RGB images.

5.2 Evaluation on Geometry Reconstruction

Figure 4 and Figure 5 present qualitative results. As shown in Figure 4, 4DRecons can reconstruct
detailed geometries. The non-deep learning-based method DynamicFusion [25] exhibits artifacts
around the surface. Moreover, the neural-based method NDR [4] fails to recover the underlying
approximate articulated deformation, especially in cases with large deformation and fast motion.
As shown in Figure 5, our topology regularization term 4.3 allows 4DRecons to enforce that the
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reconstruction topology remains fixed and consistent over time. In contrast, baselines produce an
inconsistent and unfixed topology, as different parts of fingers randomly merge when they are close
to each other.

DynamicFusion NDR Ours
Figure 5: Qualitative evaluation on sequences
with topology changes.

Quantitatively, as shown in Table 1, our approach
reduces the mean reconstruction error of D-NeRF,
Hexplane, DynamicFusion, and NDR by an average
of 64.17%, 60.14%, 80.21%, and 4.45% on all the
datasets, respectively. Quantitative improvements
are consistent with qualitative results. These num-
bers again show the effectiveness of 4DRecons in
integrating observations from different frames by
modeling suitable deformation and topology regu-
larization losses.

5.3 Evaluation on Color Field Reconstruction

D-NeRF [30] Hexplane [5] Ours

Figure 6: Qualitative evaluation on the color field. The center
is the rendering results, and the lower right corner is the
colored mesh.

Figure 6 shows visual comparisons
of the texture quality. 4DRecons
can achieve rendering results that
are on par with baselines trained via
volume rendering and image-based
optimization. Quantitative compar-
isons are consistent with qualitative
results, as shown in Table 1. How-
ever, when comparing the extracted
textured mesh, 4DRecons yields sig-
nificantly more detailed and sharper
results than the baselines. This is particularly encouraging because NeRF-based techniques tend to
overfit training data and show artifacts under novel viewpoints and poses. The benefit of reconstruct-
ing a textured mesh is that it enables fast rendering and many downstream applications.

5.4 Ablation Study

Table 2: Quantitative ablation study on the geometry
and color field reconstruction in three datasets: Deep-
Deform (D_D), KillingFusion (K_F), Our collected
Data (O_D).

Model
Geometry (in mm.) ↓ Color (PSNR in dB.) ↑

D_D K_F O_D D_D K_F O_D

w/o ldef 1.371 3.227 3.903 27.19 29.84 19.61

w/o ltopo 0.920 1.383 2.249 31.79 30.08 25.97

w/o ecolor 0.947 1.480 2.421 30.17 29.22 22.82

w/o Optim Steps 4.827 9.762 9.162 17.48 14.93 14.05

Complete 0.884 1.249 1.823 32.04 30.17 27.72

Quantitatively, we validate the effectiveness
of different components of 4DRecons with
an extensive ablation study in Table 2. Row
5 shows our complete model as a reference.
In rows 1–4 we remove the four components
one at a time from the complete model, ob-
serving that our optimization procedure in-
troduced in 4.4 (row 4) provides the largest
quantitative benefit, which is essential for the
model’s convergence. It is followed by the
deformation regularization term (row 1) de-
fined in 4.2, color consistency term (row 3)
defined in 12, and topology regularization term (row 2) defined in 4.3. Each of them plays its own
role in enhancing the geometry and color field reconstruction.

Figure 7: Comparisons of geometry
field reconstruction with (right) and
without (left) ltopo(θ).

Qualitatively, Figure 3b illustrates that the deformation reg-
ularization term can significantly improve the reconstruction
results. Omitting this term leads to incomplete reconstruc-
tions with deformations that are neither smooth nor locally
rigid. This is expected, as we rely on the deformation term
to propagate partial observations across the entire sequence.
Without this term, propagation is done by the smoothness of
the network, which does not understand the underlying ap-
proximate articulated motions. Figure 7 indicates the topology
regularization term is crucial for enforcing the topology to re-
main fixed by aligning the persistent diagram (PD) throughout
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) The qualitative comparisons with (right) and without (left) the regularization term
lregu(θ) defined in (4). (b) The qualitative comparisons with (right) and without (left) the color
consistency term ecolor defined in (12).

the sequence. Dropping this term compromises the topological consistency, thus diminishing the
performance of 4DRecons. Finally, as shown in Figure 8b, enforcing color consistency improves the
accuracy of correspondences and therefore enhances the quality of the reconstruction, which is the
key difference between our approach and the formulation in GenCorres [41]. Without this term, both
the geometry reconstruction quality and the texture reconstruction quality drop.

6 Limitations

One limitation is that our approach assumes that the final reconstruction is a closed deforming surface,
and it requires that each point of the underlying object be observed from at least one frame. In
the future, we want to address this issue by using unsigned distance fields that can model open
surfaces. Another limitation is that the topology regularization term, which improves the topological
consistency, cannot guarantee that the topology of the reconstruction remains fixed, as it is enforced
in the least-square sense. In the future, we plan to address this issue by employing an explicit mesh
representation and using the implicit field to ensure that the mesh reconstruction is self-collision-free.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced 4DRecons, an implicit reconstruction of geometry and color from
partial scans of a deforming object obtained from a single RGB-D camera. It combines a data term, a
deformation regularization term, and a topology regularization term. The geometry regularization
term computes inter-frame correspondences to propagate observed geometry and color signals. The
topology regularization term promotes the topological consistency of reconstructions across all frames.
The experimental results show that 4DRecons outperforms baseline approaches both qualitatively
and quantitatively.
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Supplemental materials provide more formulation details of the deformation regularization term in
Section A, implementation details of the network architecture in Section B, and experimental details
of the hyper-parameters setup in Section C. Section D introduces the illustration of PD alignment.
Section E and Section F show more results on the geometry field and color field reconstruction,
respectively. Section G illustrates our definition of the boundary confidence value that is used in our
sampling strategy. Section H describes the optimization procedure. Finally, Section I discusses ample
opportunities for future research.

A Details of Deformation Regularization Term

A.1 Expression of Larap
t

Larap
t (V(t)) = 2L⊗ I3 −B(V(t))D(V(t))B(V(t))T ,

where L is the graph Laplacian of the mesh extracted from the zero-level set of the geometry field
sθ(x, t). V(t) ∈ R3 are the vertices of the mesh. B(V(t)) ∈ R3n×3n is a sparse block matrix
defined as

B(V(t)) =


∑

k∈Ni

eik(t)×, if i = j

eij(t)×, if j ∈ Nti

0, if else

where eij(t) = Vi(t)−Vj(t) and Vi(t) is the i-th vertex of V(t). D(V(t)) ∈ R3n×3n is a diagonal
block matrix defined as

D(V(t)) = (
∑
j∈Ni

(∥eij(t)∥2I3 − eij(t)eij(t)
T ))−1

A.2 Expression of ecolor

ecolor(dt) = dT
t L

color
t dt − 2bcolor

t dt + rcolor
t .

Let H(V(t)) ∈ R3n×3n is a sparse block matrix defined as

H(V(t)) =

{
∂cθ(Vi(t),t+1)

∂Vi(t)
, if i = j

0, if else

where i, j = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1. Let G(V(t)) ∈ R3n×1 is a matrix defined as

G(V(t)) = [G0(V(t)), G1(V(t)), . . . , Gn−1(V(t))]T .

where Gk(V(t)) = cθ(Vi(t), t + 1) − cθ(Vi(t), t), i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. Then we can express
Lcolor
t ∈ R3n×3n, bcolor

t ∈ R1×3n, rcolor
t ∈ R1 in Equation 18 as

Lcolor
t = H(V(t))TH(V(t))

bcolor
t = −1

2
G(V(t))TH(V(t))

rcolor
t = G(V(t))TG(V(t))

B Details of Network Architecture

As shown in Figure 9, we implement our 4D implicit field fθ : R3 × R → R× R3 by combining
a geometry branch sθ : R3 × R → R1+fg and a color branch cθ : R3 × R × Rfg → R3. Both
branches employ an encoder and multilayer perceptrons (MLP). Specifically, the geometry branch
sθ applies the positional encoding to the 3D coordinate x with 8 frequencies to derive a positional
feature gp. We then feed the concatenation of gp and the frame index t into eight fully connected
layers (with softplus activations and 512 channels per layer) to decode the implicit value sθ(x, t)
and a latent feature vector gf ∈ Rfg (fg = 256). We use a skip connection [27] to connect the
input with the output of the fourth MLP layer and weight normalization to stabilize the optimization
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Figure 9: Illustration of the network architecture.

of the parameters. The color field utilizes the multiresolution hash grid [24] to x and t to obtain a
color feature gc. The number of feature dimensions per entry is 2, the number of levels is 16, the
base resolution is 16 and the scale factor per level is 1.3819. We then feed gf and gc into three
fully connected layers (using ReLU activations) to generate color cθ(x, t). Note that gp encodes the
correlation between the geometry branch and the color branch.

C Implementation Details

The deformation regularization term ldef(θ) is based on the mesh extracted from the zero-level
set of the geometry field sθ(x, t). We use the Marching Cube algorithm for discretization by
a voxel grid of size 50 × 50 × 50. The output mesh typically contains more than 5000 vertices.
Following Gencorres [41], we simplify the output mesh into 2000 faces [11] to reduce the computation
complexity. The number of vertices n is around 1000.

We initialize the geometry field sθ(x, t) as an approximate unit sphere [1] at the beginning of training.
We train our neural networks using the ADAM optimizer [15]. Empirically, we set the weights in
Eq. 1 as: λdef = 0.001, λtopo = 0.001 and the weights in Eq. 4 as: λsr = 0.1, λcr = 0.1, λso =
1.0, λse = 1.0. We use Fast-Robust-ICP [45] as a preliminary step to initialize the camera extrinsic
for each frame. We use autograd in PyTorch to compute Ft and Ct and use fine differences to
approximate other derivative computations. we use marching cubes with 128 grid resolution to extract
the zero-level set of implicit surfaces.

All the experiments are conducted on a single NVIDIA RTX A6000.

D Illustration of aligning PDs

Our topology regularization term ltopo(θ) aligns the topology of all SDF-induced super-levelsets along
with their zero-levelset surfaces. As shown in Figure 10, without ltopo(θ), the top and bottom PDs of
the left column are misaligned, indicating a lack of topological consistency. With ltopo(θ), the top and
bottom PDs of the right column match, showing topological consistency.

E Results on Geometry Field Reconstruction

In Figure 11, we show more visual comparisons of the geometry reconstruction with two important
baselines DynamicFusion [25] and NDR [4]. With the help of our deformation regularization term,
4DRecons can reconstruct a more complete, smooth, and detailed geometry.
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Figure 10: Illustration of aligning PDs of two frames.

(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: Qualitative comparisons of geometry field reconstruction among (a) DynamicFusion [25],
(b) NDR [4] and (c) 4DRecons.

F Results on Color Field Reconstruction

In Figure 12, we present more qualitative comparisons of the color field with two important baselines,
D-NeRF [30] and Hexplane [5]. 4DRecons can achieve rendering results that are on par with, but
reconstruct much more detailed and sharper textured meshes than baselines trained via an imaged-
based optimization procedure.

G Boundary Confidence Value

We calculate the interior confidence value bti by computing Ni, which collects the indices from k′+1
to k + k′-nearest neighbors of pti (k = 100, k′ = 20 in our experiments). For each ptj , j ∈ Ni,
we project it onto the tangent plane at pti and calculate its angle αi,j with respect to an arbitrary
coordinate system in this tangent plane. Suppose that αi,j is ordered in an increasing manner. Define
δi as the maximum gap between adjacent angles. Intuitively, δi is large if pti is close to the boundary.
Note that we exclude the k′-nearest neighbor in the consideration to make the results robust.
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Figure 12: Qualitative comparisons of color field reconstruction among (a) D-NeRF [30], (b) Hex-
plane [5] and (c) 4DRecons.

We then define the interior confidence value as bti = exp
(
− δ2i

2σ2
a

)
. where we set σ = π/4 in this

paper. Figure 13 shows example results of this simple strategy. We can see that all boundary points
are nicely detected. Although some interior points are also classified as boundary points, they are
isolated and do not impact the overall result of regressing the implicit field.

Figure 13: Examples of interior confidence values on two partial scans of one dynamic sequence. In
the colorbar, a lower value indicates lower interior confidence.

H Optimization

We employ a four-step optimization procedure to learn fθ from the input scans. Step I: Initialization.
The first step initializes the 4D implicit field from the input partial observations without using the
regularization terms. In other words, we set λdef = 0 and λtopo = 0 in Eq. 1.

Step II: Geometry field optimization. The second step initializes the geometry field while ignoring
the color field. In this step, we involve only the terms associated with the geometry field. Specifically,
in this step we set λcr = 0 in Eq. 4 and µcolor = 0 in Eq. 14.

Step III: Color field initialization. The third step initializes the color field while fixing the geometry
field. In other words, we freeze the parameters of the geometry field by stopping the gradient
backpropagation and focus on optimizing the color field with related loss terms. This step essentially
uses the inter-frame correspondences derived from the geometry field and minimizes Eq. 12 to
propagate color information across invisible regions at each time step.

Step IV: Joint refinement. In the fourth step, we jointly refine the geometry field and the color field.
This allows us to use color information to obtain improved inter-frame correspondences which lead
to an improved geometry field. Similarly, the improved geometry field can better propagate color
information among invisible regions, resulting in more consistent and sharper texture reconstructions.
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I Discussion

There are ample opportunities for future research. First, 4DRecons focuses on a single sequence;
it would be interesting to study how to learn a 4D representation from multiple sequences that is
generalizable to new sequences. Another direction is to build a multiresolution deformation model to
capture detailed deformations introduced by cloth. Finally, it is interesting to combine the strength of
implicit representations and explicit representations for dynamic reconstruction. For example, one
approach is to use the implicit field to guide the fusion of point clouds acquired at different frames.
Potential negative societal impact: our approach requires extensive computational resources and
optimization time, which may raise concerns about energy consumption. We will continue working
on optimizing that in future work.
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